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The pandemic and how we are beating it 

This month’s editorial is based around none other than the recent outbreak of coronavirus (COVID 19), a 

global pandemic that has completely changed our lifestyles and the way we communicate with each other. 

This infectious respiratory disease has been spreading around the world like wildfire causing havoc within 

countries and plunging governments into a state of emergency. Different countries are responding to the 

situation in different ways but the main message they are giving is to stay at home and save lives. 

The virus can affect everyone and most that are infected may be able to recover without needing special 

treatment. However, those that are older (over 65) or have underlying medical conditions are more likely 

to develop serious symptoms and require urgent medical help. So, by staying at home, we reduce the risk 

of spreading the disease and slow down the transmission rate thus protecting both ourselves and those 

around us. As of the end of March, the UK’s response to fighting the virus has been to introduce a complete 

lockdown which includes all non-essential travel to be banned, schools being closed down as well all as 

all non-essential shops to be closed down. For those that are required to travel like going to work and 

shopping for necessities, social distancing measures have been put in place to avoid the spread of the vi-

rus.  

Navnat has also reacted to the urgency of the situation by closing down all events at the Navnat centre 

and setting up a volunteering initiative to help the elderly by ensuring they get the right provisions in this 

time of need. A drive to collect Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) has also been raised by a community 

member which will help to keep NHS/Healthcare services safe while they help us keep safe. Numerous 

events are also now being livestreamed to invoke community inclusion. Please join the Navnat mailing list 

to be informed on any new events or updates, information on how to do this is on page 7.  

The overwhelming response from the country against this sudden turn of events has been truly remarka-

ble. With over 500k volunteers signing up to help the NHS, numerous charities stepping up to ensure peo-

ple are getting food on the table and various other charities/organisations doing their part to tackle the 

situation, it is amazing to see how quickly people have united together to challenge this virus that has 

threatened our population.  

It is times like these that makes one realise the true value of people, life and time. Not being able to do the 

things that were once so normal has definitely taken a toll on all of us but on the other hand it also makes 

us realise the importance of spending times with our loved ones, being grateful for the life that has been 

given to us and how critical it us to cherish its each and every moment. The virus has affected us all in 

imaginable ways and has changed the face of our lives which is why it is even more important now to sup-

port each other, those around us and the world. 

So, let us continue to support each other and ensure that we remain strong both physically and mentally. 

As well as looking after our physical health, we must also continue to have strong mindset to we can all 

face the situation and remain as positive as possible in these challenging times. A huge salute to all NHS, 

healthcare staff and volunteers that are helping to keep us safe. Please stay home, stay safe and protect 

each other. 

*** Please note that due to the lack of events taking place at Navnat due to the virus, we will not be publishing the 

Darpan for a few months. Please sign up at Navnat to get more information on up to date events *** 

           
          Yatra Desai 
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પેન્ડેમિક અને તેની સાિેની લડત 

 

આજન ું સ ુંપાદન બીજ ું કુંઈ નહીં પણ આજકાલ ફાટી નીકળેલ કોરોનાવાઈરસ મવશે છે, એક વૈમિક રોગચાળો, જેણે આપણી 
જીવનશૈલી અને આપણે એકબીજા સાથે વાતચીત કરવાની રીતને સુંપણૂણપણે બદલી નાખી છે. આ િાસનો કેપી રોગ આખી 
દૂમનયાિાું આગની જેિ ફેલાય છે અને દેશોની સરકારોને કટોકટીની સ્થથતીિાું મકૂી રહ્યો છે. જ દા જ દા દેશો આ પરરસ્થથમતની 
પ્રમતરિયા જ દી જ દી રીતે આપી રહ્યા છે પરુંત   તેઓ જે મ ખ્ય સુંદેશ આપી રહ્યા છે, એ છે કે ઘરે રહવેો અને જીવ બચાવો. 

વાયરસ દરેકને અસર કરી શકે છે અને ચેપગ્રથત થએલા ખાસ સારવાર મવના પાછા થવથથ થઈ શકે છે. જો કે, વદૃ્ધ (65 કરતા 
વધારે) અથવા અંતગણત તબીબી સ્થથમતઓ ધરાવતા લોકોિાું ગુંભીર લક્ષણો મવકમસત થવાની સુંભાવના છે અને તાત્કાલલક તબીબી 
સહાયની પડી શકે છે. તેથી, ઘરે રહીને, આપણે રોગ ફેલાવાન ું જોખિ ઘટાડીએ છીએ અને સુંિિણનો વેગ (ટ્રાન્સમિશન રેટ)  ઘટાડી 
શકીએ છીએ જેથી આપણી જાતન ું અને આપણી આસપાસના લોકોન ું રક્ષણ કરી શકીએ. િાચણના અંત સ ધીિાું, ય કે દ્વારા વાયરસ 
સાિે લડવાની પ્રમતરિયાના ભાગ થવર પે સુંપણૂણ લોકડાઉનને અિલિાું લાવવાિાું આવશે. જેિાું તિાિ લબન-આવશ્યક મ સાફરી પર 
પ્રમતબુંધ મકૂવાનો સિાવેશ થાય છે, શાળાઓ બુંધ કરવાિાું આવી રહી છે,  તેિજ બધી લબન-જરૂરી દ કાનોને બુંધ કરવાની રહશેે. 
જેિને મ સાફરી કરવી પડે છે જેિ કે કાિ પર જવ ું અને જરૂરીયાતો િાટે ખરીદી કરવી, વાઈરસનો ફેલાવો ના થાય તે િાટે 
સાિાજજક અંતરના પગલાું લેવાિાું આવી રહ્યા.  

નવનાતે કેન્રએ પણ  તાકીદની પરરસ્થથમતની પ્રમતરિયા ર પે તિાિ પ્રવમૃિઓને બુંધ કરી છે અને અને આવા તાકોદના સિયે 
જરૂરરયાતિુંદ લોકો અને વયોવધૃ્ધને ખાધસાિગ્રી પહોંચાડીવા િાટે થવયુંસેવકોની પણ વ્યવથથા કરવાિાું આવી છે.  પસણનલ 
પ્રોટેક્ટીવ ઇસ્ક્વપિેન્ટ (પી.પી.ઇ.) ને એકમિત કરવા િાટેની ઝુંબેશ સમ દાયના એક સભ્ય દ્વારા પણ ઊભી કરવાિાું આવી છે જે 
એન.એ.એસ. / હલે્થકેર સેવાઓ સ રલક્ષત રાખવાિાું િદદ કરશે જ્યારે તેઓ આપણને સલાિત રાખવાિાું િદદ કરે છે.  અસુંખ્ય 
પ્રસુંગો પણ હવે સિાજ િાટે િાટે લાઇવથટ્રીિ થઈ રહ્યા છે. કોઈપણ નવી ઘટનાઓ અથવા અપડેટ્સ પર િારહતગાર થવા િાટે 
કૃપા કરીને નવનાતની િેઇલલિંગ સલૂચિાું  જોડાઓ. પાના સાતિાું આ વીષય ઉપર વધારે મવગત છે.  

અચાનક બનતી આ ઘટનાઓ સાિે દેશ તરફથી િળતો જબરદથત પ્રમતભાવ ખરેખર નોંધપાિ રહ્યો છે. પરરસ્થથમતનો સાિનો કરવાું 
િાુંટે, 500,000 કે તેથી વધ  િાણસો એન.એચ.એસ.ની િદદ િાટે થવયુંસેવકો સાઇન અપ કરી રહ્યા છે અને ઘણી બધી સખાવતી 
સુંથથાઓ ઘરે ઘરે ખાવાન ું પહોંચાડે છે. આ વાઈરસ ,જેણે લોકોને જોખિિાું મકૂ્ાું છે, એને પડકારવા લોકો જે ઝડપથી એક સાથે 
થઇ ગયાું છે , એ ઘણ ું આશ્ચયણજનક છે!  

આ એક એવો સિય છે કે જેિાું વ્યસ્ક્ત, જીવન અને સિયના સાચા મલૂ્યની અન ભમૂત કરાવે છે. જે બાબતો એક સિયે ખબૂ સાિાન્ય 
હતી તે કરી ન શકવાથી આપણા બધા પર ચોક્કસપણે અસર પડી છે પરુંત   બીજી બાજ ું તે આપણને આપણા મપ્રયજનો સાથે સિય 
મવતાવવાન ું િહત્વ સિજાવે છે અને જે જીવન આપણને િળય ું છે એ િાટે આભારી થવ ું અને તેની  પ્રત્યેક ક્ષણને વધાવવી લેવી. આ 
વાયરસે આપણને બધાને કલ્પનાગમ્ય રીતે અસર કરી છે અને આપણા જીવનનો ચહરેો બદલી નાખ્યો છે તેથી જ હવે આપણી 
આસપાસના અને મવિના એકબીજાને ટેકો આપવો ખબૂ િહત્વપણૂણ છે.  

તેથી, ચાલો આપણે એકબીજાને ટેકો આપતા રહીએ અને ખાતરી કરીએ કે આપણે શારીરરક અને િાનમસક રીતે િજબતૂ રહીએ. આ 
પડકારરૂપ સિયિાું આપણા શારીરરક થવાથ્યની દેખભાળ રાખવા સાથે, આપણે િન પણ િજબતૂ રાખવ ું જોઈએ,  આપણે આ 
પરરસ્થથમતનો સાિનો કરી શકીએ અને શક્ તેટલ ું સકારાત્િક રહી શકીએ. આપણને સ રલક્ષત રાખવા િાટે િદદ કરી રહલેા તિાિ 
એન.એચ.એસ, આરોગ્યસુંભાળ કિણચારીઓ અને થવયુંસેવકો િાટે ખબૂ સલાિ. કૃપા કરીને ઘરે રહો, સલાિત રહો અને એકબીજાને 
સ રલક્ષત રાખો.  

*** વાયીરસનાું કારણ ેઅન ેનવનાતિાું પ્રોગે્રિ ન થવાનાું લીધ,ે થોડાક િરહનાઓ િાટે દપણણ હવ ેબુંધ રહશે.ે નવનાતની િારહતી જાણવાું િાુંટે 
     નાવનાતની વબેસાઇટી ઉપીર સાઇનઉપ કરશો. ***    

            યાિા દેસાઇ 
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Dear Members 
 

Jai Jinendra & Jai Shri Krishna 

  
I am writing this message with a heavy heart.  These are unprecedented times and we 
all need to stay strong. The Government has told us that we should all stay home and 
help ourselves to stay healthy, protect our NHS and save lives. I urge all Navnatees to 
heed the Government guidelines, stay at home and be safe. 
  
Navnat is trying in a small way to assist in these difficult times. 
  
• Alongwith our Vadil Mandal, we have arranged YOGA for the community on 

ZOOM.  Over 60 members have taken part in the pilot session and we are making 
arrangements so that more than 100 families can take part.   

 

• We have sent a web-blast to all of you with telephone contacts of four coordinators 
for any help you require.  Please phone us and we will help you as much as we 
can.   

 

• We are also working with our food suppliers at Navnat to be able to arrange avail-
ability of few key essentials for the community.  So if you run out of items like rice, 
oil, pulses etc. and are unable to go out to buy these food essentials then you can 
contact the same four coordinators and we can arrange to deliver these items to 
you. 

  
I would like to thank my committee members for their hard work in implementing 
these measures.  It took very long time to get the system working.  I also would like to 
express my heartfelt gratitude to nearly 70 volunteers who have registered to help all 
of you. We are very grateful to them.   
  
We are also considering many other activities for Vadil and young children on ZOOM.   
  
My humble request to all the members who are over 65 years of age plus any  
members that are deemed to be at high risk must stay in home.  It is a complete  
LOCKDOWN.  We are here to help you so please phone our coordinators if you need  
anything. 
  

Dilip Mithani 
President 
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HOW CAN YOU STAY SAFE? 

Stay at home 

Travel only if essential, eg: 

• Shopping for basic necessities like food/medicine 

• One form of exercise a day alone or with mem-

bers of your household 

• Any medical need or to or to provide care or to 

help a vulnerable person 

• Travelling to and from work, only where abso-

lutely necessary 

Social distancing – If you do go out then maintain a dis-

tance of 2 meters from those around you at all times 

Wash your hands regularly - Do this as soon as you get 

home and as frequently as possible 

Throw away used tissues immediately 

Do not meet others - You can spread the virus even if 

you have no symptoms so don’t meet even friends or  

For further updates please visit: 

 https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus 

WHAT TO DO IF YOU THINK YOU HAVE THE 

VIRUS? 

If you think you have any of the symptoms of coronavirus 

like a high temperature, a new continuous cough or 

shortness of breath, use the 111 online COVID service to 

get further advise on any next steps you should take: 

 https://111.nhs.uk/covid-19/ 

Do not leave your home if you have coronavirus symp-

toms 

Do not visit the GP/Surgery/Pharmacy or Hospital 

Only call 111 if you cannot get help online or there is an 

emergency.  

If you are pregnant and need advice then please visit:  

https://www.rcog.org.uk/ 

To keep up to date with NHS updates and for further ad-

vise please visit: https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/

coronavirus-covid-19/ 

HOW TO LOOK AFTER YOUR WELLBEING? 

Exercise - Incorporate exercise into your routine. This 

could be an exercise video, remote lessons or a walk 

in the park alone/with your family 

Learn something new– Whether it’s cooking, painting 

or gardening, explore your creativity and work on a 

new skill or sharpen up an existing one! 

Communicate and stay in touch with people  - There 

are many apps like Whatsapp/Skype/Zoom/Houseparty 

that you can use to stay in touch with people, make 

sure you use these as this is crucial in times like 

these. 

We are all in the similar position at the moment so the 

key thing is to make sure we keep ourselves occupied 

and ensure we all talk to each other.  

Please remember you are not alone, reach out to oth-

ers if you need help or just want to talk! 

Please visit the below visit for more information on 

how to maintain your mental wellbeing whilst at home 

https://www.nhs.uk/oneyou/every-mind-matters/

coronavirus-covid-19-staying-at-home-tips/ 

HOW CAN YOU HELP? 

• Ask your neighbors or those that are vulnera-

ble if they need anything 

• Keep in touch with those that are quarantined 

or self isolating 

• If you are healthy and able to help then join a 

volunteering scheme. Below are a few places 

you can visit to search for opportunities: 

− Do it 

− Volunteering Matters 

− Reach Volunteering 

− Approach your local volunteer / Find your local 

member of the National Association for Volun-

tary and Community Action 

Please visit the below site for further information:  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/

coronavirus-how-to-help-safely--2/coronavirus-

how-to-help-safely  

KEY INFORMATION 

Please note that this information has been taken from the government and NHS websites and  is updated as of 29th March 2020, please visit https://
www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/ for more up to date information.  
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WHAT’S HAPPENING AT NAVNAT 
MANTRA, MEDITATION & PRAYERS 

What - Daily meditation sessions for those try-
ing to refresh their minds and unwind from the 
day 

With - Jain Vishva Bharati London (JVBL) - Daily Live 
Broadcast led by Dr. Samani Pratibha Pragyaji and Samani 
Swarn Pragyaji  

When - Every morning from 7:00am—7:30am ( Bhaktamar     
   Stotra and Preksha Meditation) 

   Every evening from 8:30pm—9:00pm (Prayers,    
   Mantras and Preksha Meditation) 

How - Go to the JVB London Youtube Channel and click on 
Live broadcast at the above time/s.  

https://www.youtube.com/c/JVBLondon  

SCVP/VEERAYATAN UK VIRTUAL ADULT CLASS 

What - Weekly talks on enlightening topics  

With - Dr Vinodbhai Kapashi OBE, 

When - Every Friday at 8:00pm 

How - Download Zoom and register your interest by 
clicking on the below link: 
 
https://us04web.zoom.us/meeting/register/
tZElfuusqTsu8X8iKRCWdXagSaquwU_LtQ 

After registering, you will receive a confirmation email contain-
ing information about joining the meeting.  

PERSONAL CONSULTATION SESSIONS 

What– Consultation sessions for those that re-
quire spiritual guidance and blessings in this 
time of need 

With - Dr. Samani Pratibha Pragyaji 

When - Contact times are between 2:00pm—
4:00pm (please do not call outside of these times unless 
it is critical or there is an emergency) 

How - Please email pratibhapragya@jvblondon.org  or 
call +44 (0)7944 286410 

This service is to help those that may be  facing health issues, 

acute fear, anxiety including physical, mental and emotional 

distress during the Coronavirus. 

IMPORTANT NOTES 

 

• Please note all times mentioned in the above 

events are as per UK (GMT) times. 

• All events are free and open to all. 

• Please register at http://www.navnat.com/

register.phps to receive the updates on the   

latest events 

• Please contact one of the volunteers if you   

require any rations and fit the necessary crite-

ria 

• Please note that all events in April 2020 as 

well as the Bhagini AGM that was due to take 

place on 16th May 2020 has been cancelled. 

KIDS E CLUB 

What - Daily interactive online classes for 
children aged 4-9 year olds 

With - Payal Gaglani Bhatt 

When - Everyday from 10:00am—10:45am 

How - Register your child/children via the link below: 
www.navnat.com/events.php?group=nva&e=NVA_Zoom 

Download Zoom/Click “Join a Meeting”/Enter the Meeting 
ID “906-132-266”. 

Please ensure you  complete the registration as this will help 
to plan the sessions. This club may not run daily, please go to 
the Navnat website for up to date information. 

LIVE YOGA SESSIONS 

What - Weekly yoga classes for anyone 
trying to strengthen their physical and 
mental wellbeing 

With - Manishaben 

When - Every Friday from 11:30am—12:45pm 

How - Download Zoom/Click “Join a Meeting”/Enter the 
Meeting ID “974-078-308” and connect 5 minutes before 
the class.  

Please note there are also other yoga classes taking place 
throughout the week, please refer to the Navnat website for  
up to date information. The zoom code will  remain the same 
for all yoga sessions. 

NAVNAT VOLUNTEERS 

Navnat have appointed the below to support 

any Navnatee who is in self-isolation or is a 

key worker, and needs help with getting provi-

sions. Please call any of the below for any assistance 

for rations 

1. Natubhai Mehta                         07783 884 513 
2. Nitinbhai Savadia                      07976 503 619 
3. Bhartiben Shah                         07947 144 080 
4. Surbhiben Khona                      07930 280 655  
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UPDATES  
from Navnat 
Last October, I volunteered to serve on the Executive Committee of the Navnat Vanik Association 

because I wanted to give something back to a community which had served me well for so many 

years. I was always inspired by Gandhi’s aphorism that “the best way to find yourself is to lose your-

self in the service of others”. So, when I retired, I was soon persuaded to stand for NVA elections. The 

Committee of trustees is made up of like-minded people who work hard to maintain the Navnat Centre, 

organise myriad social events, and manage the operational processes and the governance of the organi-

sation. Now as in insider, I realise how much effort is needed to attend to all the necessary work. I will 

never again take for granted the effort of an army of volunteers who sustain the Navnat community; they 

personify the motto: Seva Parmo Dharma. If you wish to volunteer, there are many projects which need 

your help, so just raise your hand! 

New Building Extension: Perhaps the most exciting project for the next couple of years is the much need-

ed extension of the dining room at the Navnat Centre. For years, we have had to use temporary mar-

quees to accommodate large events. The Navnat Vadil Mandal also struggles every Friday to seat its 

attendees for lunch. Not surprisingly, we have had many requests from our members to create more 

space. In response, we retained architects to prepare some preliminary plans which you may have seen at 

the last AGM. Since then, with the help of advisers and potential donors, these plans have been improved 

and we are now working with the local Council to gain planning permission. The project is substantial in 

its scope and potential cost but it will significantly enhance the Navnat Centre.  

Car Park Development: The construction costs for the planned extension and its subsequent upkeep will 

require greater financial resources. While generous donors have usually funded capital projects, we need 

to increase the income from our assets to meet running costs. Hiring out the main hall and the car park 

currently provide most of the income for Navnat. In the past, while we have upgraded the hall, the car 

park has been relatively neglected. To make amends, we plan to resurface the parking area, upgrade 

some of the gates and add more parking spaces by allowing access to the disused tennis courts at the 

north-end of the Navnat Centre. The proximity of our property to Heathrow and many local businesses 

makes it an attractive solution for parking needs. We will work with Hillingdon Council to use that natural 

advantage to increase the yield on our car park. 

School Opening: A long-term project came to fruition last February with the opening of the Navnat UK 

Pay Centre Primary School in Lohej, near Mangrol, south-west of Junagadh in Gujarat. The school has 14 

classrooms which will provide education for 400 pupils, at the time of opening 277 students were regis-

tered. A group of Navnatees from the UK, led by the present and past Presidents of the NVA, attended 

the inauguration ceremony. Our community has regularly sponsored projects related to education in an 

effort to improve the parlous state of the school system in Gujarat. Too many schools lack furniture, 

books and teachers, resulting in low levels of scholastic achievement. By contrast, the new school in Lohej 

sets a good example with modern facilities for educational development. 

Other Projects: The Executive Committee and the Navnat affiliates are also working on many other pro-

jects. In future updates, we will review progress with plans for refreshing the website, formulating a long-

term strategy and improving member engagement. I hope you will stay tuned and engage by volunteering 

some of your time for our community. 

Nitin Mohanlal Mehta 
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CORONAVIRUS—DRIVE TO GET  
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 

(PPE) 
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Vaneesha Mehta, a first year university student at UCL is part of a volunteering scheme for Med Supply Drive 
UK who are currently trying to get personal protective equipment (PPE) to NHS staff. The drive includes  
contacting small businesses, vets, labs, schools and any other organisation that may have spare PPE they can 
donate.  
 
If you think you can donate or know someone who can please fill in this google doc:  
 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdY_A_7GPB4cQzOoZIn9ebWvUtXrsybwRVvTXlV-
LpoN01Iyg/viewform 
 
Even if you don’t know anyone who could donate, please just spread the word so we get awareness.  
——————————————————————————————————————————————————————- 
Medical Supply Drive UK is an organisation run by volunteer NHS doctors, medical students and individuals 
who are concerned about the safety of NHS frontline healthcare workers with inadequate PPE. We aim to co-
ordinate the supply of non-essential personal protective equipment (PPE) from other sources and re-direct 
them to NHS frontline staff and other healthcare settings. 
 
We have heard from many of our frontline colleagues that they are struggling to get hold of enough PPE from 
NHS suppliers during this rapidly-evolving COVID-19 crisis. They have reached out to say that they desperate-
ly need more PPE to remain safe when attending to suspected or confirmed COVID-19 patients. A lack of PPE 
results in healthcare staff placing their own lives and their patients’ lives at risk. We must step forward and 
redistribute equipment that can be used on the front lines today.  
 
A donation on your part would aid an unprecedented effort to support healthcare professionals in your local 
area.  
 
Equipment to Donate: 
• Surgical masks 
• FFP3/N95 masks 
• Face shields/visors 
• Goggles 
• Non-latex gloves (from labs, restaurants, homes, anywhere!) 
• Medical/Surgical gowns 
• Medical Scrubs 
• Disposable overalls 
• Antiseptic wipes/spray 
• Hand sanitiser 
• Tyvek/hazmat/body suits 
 
Thank you very much for your generosity and support in helping frontline healthcare workers! 

Vaneesha Mehta  

vaneesha.mehta.19@ucl.ac.uk; 07766 823070        



ૐ     શ્રધ્ધાંજલી    ૐ                   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

શ્રી મહાવીરાય નમ:  શ્રી પાર્શ્વનાથાય નમ:  

સ્વ. ચાંદુલધલ લધલજી મહતેધ 
જન્મ: ૨૦.૧૧.૧૯૨૦     સ્વર્ગવધસ: ૦૭. ૦૩.૨૦૨૦ 

તમારી સ્મતૃતન ું  નજરાણ ું હુંમેશા યાદ રહેશે. જીવન એવ ું જીવી ગયા કે  સદા સહ  યાદ કર.ે 
આપનો સદાય હસતો ચહેરો અન ેધમવના રાહ પર ચાલવાન ું અમો કદી ભૂલશ ું નહીું. 
આપનો પરોપકારી સ્વભાવ હુંમેશા અમોન ેમાગવદશવક બનીને પ્રેતરત કરતો રહેશે. 

પ્રભ  આપના તદવ્ય આત્માને શાુંતત આપે એજ પ્રાથવના. 
મહેતા પતરવાર 

ૐ શધાંતત:   ૐ શધાંતત:   ૐ શધાંતત: 

It is with deep sadness that we announce the passing of Pujya Chandulal Lalji Mehta. He passed 

away peacefully on 7th March 2020 with his family by his side after a short illness.   

He will always be remembered for his kind nature, strong family values, unwavering faith and dedi-

cation to helping others. He was above all, a father, uncle, brother, and a true friend to all. His 

charming sense of humour was great with everyone he met. He will be greatly missed by all of us. 

May his soul rest in peace.  

We thank everyone for their love and support to the family through this difficult time.    
 

Late Nirmala Chandulal Mehta  

Children/Spouse: Sushila  & Rajnikant Mehta, Anup & Prafulla,   

   Ranjan & Satish Panchamia,   

     Dipak & Neeta, Hitesh & Jyoti  

Grandchildren/Spouses: Hatel & Priti Mehta, Deepa & Robin, Komal & Trishul Vadi,   

Rupal & Anir Bhattacharya, Sonal & Kushal Mehta, Nehal & Eoin Davison,   

Neal & Mohini Mehta, Neha & Parimal Patel, Kejal & Udit Patel,  

Rahul & Jules, Keval.  

Great Grandchildren: Sophie & Zara (Hatel Mehta), Oscar Anir Bhattacharya,  Mia Parimal 
Patel, Sanaya Neal Mehta and Kaylan Udit Patel.  

Om Shanti Shanti Shanti  
  

Mehta Parivar 
21 The Woodlands, Southgate London, N14 5RL  

0208 368 2892  



Shraddhanjali
Balachand Anandji Bavishi 

13th March 1928 - 24th March 2020

It is with great sadness that we announce the passing of our 
 Papa / Dada Balachand Anandji Bavishi. 

We will forever miss his calm and loving nature
which held the family together. He was an inspiration to us all.  

We pray that his soul will now rest in eternal peace. 

We want to thank everyone who has conveyed their condolences 
by telephone and email. 

We thank you for your support during this difficult period.
 

Minesh  &  Nishit 
07956 234490        07876688179

Mrs. Hansa Laxmi Balachand Bavishi
 Mr. Minesh Balachand Bavishi Late Mrs. Rohini Minesh Bavishi
 Mr. Nishit Balachand Bavishi Mrs. Bijal Nishit Bavishi

Shanti Shanti Shanti 

 Mrs. Minakshi Jayant Kamdar Mr. Jayant Dhirjlal Kamdar
 Mrs. Shailla Mahendra Dabhi Mr. Mahendra Purshottambhai Dabhi
 Mrs. Dharmista Nitin Gudka Mr. Nitin Rasikbhai Gudka
 Mrs. Mala Minesh Shah Mr. Minesh Kantilal Shah

Yatin Dabhi, Viketa Kamdar, Henal Dabhi, Jeena Shah, Dilan Shah,
Miren Bavishi, Pritul Bavishi, Tia Bavishi and Alisha Bavishi.

Shanti Shanti Shanti 



Losing a loved one is a traumatic time

We operate from our modern and fully equipped premises 

on Mollison Way in Edgware

Our comprehensive service includes:-

Large prayer room (Mandir) for performing the Funeral Rites or for paying the last respects

All religious rites and wishes respected and administered

Modern, fully equipped washing & dressing facilities

Priest for final rites arranged

Funeral ceremony items provided

Repatriation arranged at short notice

Horse drawn carriages arranged

Sanjay Shah and Bharat Shah 

are the first & foremost 

Indian Funeral Directors 

in England serving 

the Asian community since 1984.

020 8952 5252

INDIAN FUNERAL DIRECTORS
44 SOUTH PARADE, MOLLISON WAY, EDGWARE, MIDDLESEX HA8 5QL 

 www.indianfuneraldirectors.co.uk

email : info@indianfuneraldirectors.co.uk

24 HOURS MOBILE: 0777 030 66 44

Call us at anytime for a complete package price

UK’s leading funeral directors at your service...

NDIAN
FUNERAL

D  I  R  E  C  T  O  R  S

For an efficient & professional 

service, contact either 

Bharat Shah, Sanjay Shah, 

Trupti Shukla, Ashvin Patel 

& Nitesh Pindoria



WILL DRAFTING AND LASTING 
POWERS OF ATTORNEY

Shandip Nathalal Shah ASWW, ACIB, MBA

Tel: 020 3837 0099 or Mob: 07780 690432
Email: shandip@balanceconsultancy.co.uk
Web: www.balanceconsultancy.co.uk  

Services provided by Balance Consultancy

 Estate Planning

 Will Drafting

 Lasting Powers of Attorney

 Trusts – by approved partners

 Probate – by approved partners

 Document / Will Storage

 Talks to community groups

Evening & Weekend 
appointments 

available
•

Gujarati spoken 
fluently

•
Home visits available 
at a time to suit client

While we have good health we rarely think about what would happen if we lost our mental 
capacity or indeed became very ill. This is becoming more and more common as our lives 
become complex and longer. Would it not be great if at the time of your greatest need, you 
have loved and trusted ones taking decisions on your behalf safely and legally? You can do 
just that by taking out Lasting Powers of Attorney (LPA) to cover Health and/or Finance. They 
are both different LPAs but equally important. A vital document for the times we now live in. 
LPAs can only be set up while you have adequate mental capacity. LPAs are not just for the 
elderly but everyone over the age of 18. No one know when an illness can strike. Invest in your 
peace of mind now.

Contact Balance Consultancy for further details.

Devonshire House, 582 Honeypot Lane, Stanmore, Middlesex  HA7 1JS
T 020 3837 0099 • 07780 690432   E info@balanceconsultancy.co.uk   W www.balanceconsultancy.co.uk

‘It’s a Dead Cert, so plan for it’

 balanceconsultancy     balance consultancy



NAVNAT VANIK BHAGINI SAMAJ  

Life Global UK and Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj (NVBS) came together to ‘Change a Life’ and Celebrated Inter-
national Women’s Day, on 5th March 2020 at the Navnat Centre. 
 
On a cold and rain swept evening “Change a Life” event started off with Gandhiji’s cotton garland, efficient regis-
tration process handled by Minesh Mehta and NVBS ladies followed by dinner ably served by NVBS and Navnat 
volunteers.  
 
The event started with prayers by NVBS President Renu Mehta and the NVBS executive committee. This was 
then followed by Bahuman of Shakuben Sheth and her kitchen committee, namely, Ansuyaben Bavisha, 
Surekhaben Sheth, Tarlikaben Mehta, Induben Shah, Padmaben Kamdar Kokilaben  Sanghrajka, Meenaben  Me-
hta, Mrudulaben Kothari, Ushaben Shah, Mrudulaben Bakhai, Binaben Holdon, Indiraben Virani, Sarojben Varia, 
Usha J Shah and Hasmitaben Doshi.  
 
They were honoured by a speech given by Anita Kamdar, where she outlined their tireless service to the com-
munity over the past 15 years. She was joined by CB Patel, Bharti Shah, Asha Mehta and Sushma Shah. This was 
followed by an opening speech by Life Global UK founder, Mayur Sanghvi, who welcomed honorable guests, the 
Indian High Commission’s First secretary, Mr. Rohit Vadhwana, Mayor of Harrow, Mr Nitin Parekh, Mr CB Patel, 
President and leaders of the Gujarati community. His speech centered around Mahatma Gandhi who graced this 
world 150 years ago and his firm belief in the power of women and their rightful place in society. 
 
The evening continued with the panel, namely Ritula Shah, award winning BBC Journalist, CB Patel, founder 

Asian Business Publications, Vanita Patel, MBE, Patron of Anti-Slavery International, Pandit Dinesh, music com-

poser and percussionist, three Project Life members, Kirit Vassa, Meetal Koticha Shah and Rushikesh Pandya. 

Renu Mehta, President of NVBS, spoke on the projects NVBS have achieved to date and Life Global UK Chair, 

Bina Sanghvi gave a keynote speech on the meaning of Women Empowerment. 

The evening was interjected with music and song by Bali Brambhatt and the crescendo of the evening was 

reached with Pandit Dinesh playing his dhols. The donations kept on coming in, no minimum and no maximum 

amount saw the event raise over £80,000 within 90 minutes.  No single person makes an event. This event 

could not have been achieved without the help of the young team on the donation tables, the kitchen staff, espe-

cially Bhartbhai Varia, the two Life Global UK Trustees Bhogilal Sanghvi and Ramesh Shah. Purnima Mehta, 

liaison officer and the executive team of Navnat Bhagini Samaj. A big thank you to all those who helped with the 

event and to all our wonderful supporters who donated wholeheartedly.  

NVBS donated £5000 to this life changing cause. This will elevate 25 oppressed women and widows from pov-

erty. To avoid disappointment, NVBS arranged free transport for Bhagini members that were unable to attend 

by public transport at night time, 53 people took advantage of this. 

Thank you all, 
 
Bina Sanghvi      Renu Mehta 
Chair, Life Global UK                   President, NVBS 

 
 
 

 

President 

 

Renu B. Mehta 

Tel.: 01923 897 555 

Mobile: 07931 924197 

renu.mehta@navnat.com 

 

Secretary 

 

Purnima Mehta 

Tel.: 0208 204 2786 

Mobile: 07817429113 

purnima.mehta@navnat.com 

 

Treasurer 

 

Tel.: 0208 203 6306 

Mobile: 07941711125 

sushma.shah@navnat.com 

 

Vice President 

 

Bharti R. Shah 

Tel.: 0208 422 8988 

Mobile: 07947 144080 

 

Joint Secretary 

 

Bina D. Holden 

Tel: 020 8958 2985 

Mobile: 07817 404163 

 

Joint Treasurer 

 

Asha J. Mehta 

Tel: 020 8205 2803 

Mobile: 07903 242121 

 

Committee Members 

 

Bhairvi Shah 

Chetna H. Desai 

Jayshree A. Vora 

Kalpana A. Parekh 

Lata Shah 

Mina D. Mehta 

Pallavi N. Mehta 

Saroj B. Varia 

Tarlika Mehta  
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Below: The WEP Panel 

Left :The Bhagini Ladies with the First 

Secretary Indian High Commission.

  

Right: The Life  Global UK team and 

Bharat and Renu Mehta 

mailto:sushma.shah@navnat.com


In association with Countrywide Tax & Trust Corporation Ltd

CHJ ESTATE PLANNING LTD

• Wills • Lasting Power of Attorney
• Family Trusts • Wealth Preservation

• Probate

A professionally prepared plan to preserve, protect and pass on family wealth to your loved ones

For more information please call us on

02089528791
or email
chetan@chjestateplanning.co.uk

www.chjestateplanning.co.uk

CHJ Estate Planning Ltd
In Association With Countrywide Tax & Trust Corporation Ltd

CHJ Accountants Ltd
Chartered Certified Accountants

Chetan Parekh 
34 Longcrofte Road, Edgware, Middlesex, HA8 6RR.
Mob: 07956536116



NAVNAT VADIL MANDAL 
Navnat Centre, Printing House Lane, Hayes, UB3 1AR 

Subsidiary of Navnat UK Charity Registration No 1173042 

President 
Nalinbhai Udani 
020 8204 5716 
07939 141 098 
 
Vice President 
Vacant 
 
Secretary 
Natubhai Mehta 
01923 597 995 
07883 884 513 
 
Assistant Secretary 
Chandrakant Shah 
020 8723 1138 
07880 727 187 
 
Treasurer 
Bhupen Vasa 
020 3016 4074 
07741 416 361 
 
Joint Treasurer 
Bhogibhai Rupani  
020 8907 2941 
07405 015 784 
 
Membership Secretary 
Jagdish Sanghani 
01296 612500 
07796 428 263 
 
Committee Members 
Chandulal Shah 
Induben Shah 
Purnimaben Meswani 
Surendrabhai Shah 
Vishnu Shah 
 
Co-opted Members 
Shirishbhai Mithani 
Rajnikant Shah 
Nitinbhai Savadia 
 
Programme Coordinator   
Purnimaben Meswani 
020 8422 9470 
07828 144 455 
 
Coach 
Coordinator 
Arvind Shah 
020 8204 4970 
07443 118 902 
 
Kitchen Coordinators 
Sakuben Sheth 
020 8206 2887 
07966 840 910 
 
Kitchen LIason Officer 
Bharat H Mehta 
01727 839790 
07957 219 129 
 
Yoga Liaison officer  

Mr Jayeshbhai Shah 

020 8951 3382 

 
Sound Liason Officer 
Arvind Mehta 

07575 705 112  

Report from Treasurer 

Jai Jinendra and Jaishree Krishna 

 

It is a pleasure to present Vadil Mandal Report.. 

We co-opted the following three members tour Executive Committee 

to strengthen the Executive Committee: Nitinbhai Savadia, Shirishbhai 
Mithani and Rajnikant Shah. 

Last couple of months, Vadil Mandal has been busy in organising exciting events for its mem-
bers. See below a summary of events held during this period. The credit for this genuine inter-
est in our Vadil Community goes to our donors and sponsors who have stood by us to support 
all our activities.  

We have started testing our new system for the introduction of electronic payments. This sys-
tem will go live shortly. 

Unfortunately, the recent outbreak of Corona Virus has meant that we may be closed down for 
some time. We request all members to take all the necessary precautions and stay safe. 

Bhupen Vasa 
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                    Programme Report from Navnat Vadil Mandal for the months of 

February 2020 to March 2020 

7th. FEBRUARY 2020 

Today, we celebrated our long-term member – Mr. Kumudlal Pranjivan Mehta’s 80th Birthday. 
Their family and friends came to celebrate. A cake was cut and Birthday song sung.  

  

Today’s Sangeet Programme 

Members had a wonderful time listening to our star singers in the afternoon. Everyone enjoyed 

the afternoon. Below are some pictures of the programme. 

  



 

14th. FEBRUARY 2020 

A full day of musical extravaganza to celebrate  Valentine’s Day. Today we had 325 people attend the Event. Various people 
attired in their Valentine colours, beautifully decorated Stage and everyone in an exciting, romantic and exhilarating mood 
made the program very successful. We started the programme with prayers and this was followed by a couple of Strutis from 
the melodious voice of Marinaben. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Today, Marinaben, who most of us know, brought her Music Group – Melody Express. With some gentle persuasion from our 
President, she finally recruited a Valentine Male singer, Vickybhai from India for our special programme. The two of them mes-
merised the audience with good old golden romantic songs befitting the day. Here are a few pictures: 

 

 
 

Shortly before lunch, our President, Nalinbhai Udani welcomed and introduced our invited guests, Rohitbhai and Pravinaben 
Mehta and The Worshipful The Mayor Councillor Nitin Parekh and Madam Mayoress Hitaben Parekh. The respected guests are 
well known to all of us and therefore need no introduction. We valued their presence and support.  Rohitbhai recalled the 
proud moments of his father, Babukaka who planted the seeds and he rejoiced and was delighted to see the considerable at-
tendance and the fantastic growth that Navnat Vadil Mandal had made and praised the Executive Committee.  

Nitinbhai, is home at Navnat Centre and he and his wife congratulated Navnat Vadil Mandal in providing excellent functions for 
our ‘Yuva’ community. His term as Mayor of Harrow is, unfortunately, coming to an end. 

   

 

In the afternoon more romantic and fast numbers were sung so that members could get on the floor and start dancing. Every-
one enjoyed the programme. 

We finished off with a vote of thanks by Bhupen Vasa followed by Garbas. 
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21st. FEBRUARY 2020 

Today’s talk on Hearing Loss was well attended and members learnt a lot of useful information. 

 

28th. FEBRUARY 2020 

Jayshreeben had sponsored today’s lunch in memory of her late husband Late Shree Rameshchandra Nanji Modi whose date 
of birth was 5 March and who had passed away 20 years ago.  

The afternoon programme was a video of a Paryushan Pravachan that was delivered by Respectful Shree Tej Saheb. This will 

be shown in Dining Hall. 

6th.MARCH 2020 

After lunch, we had a very interesting ‘Dance with Jaykumar’ programme, which was enjoyed by all present. 

:  

 

Members who went on the Cruise returned back on 9 March 2020, after having a magnificent time on the Cruise and doing 
sightseeing along the way. There were 18 people in the Group. Some members joined us from their vacation in India. We also 
organised own group entertainment of memory games hosted by Jasvantiben Sheth and also enjoyed a game of Cards – 
“Judgement” hosted by Bhupendrabhai Shah. We stopped for excursions at Sir Bani Yas Island, where we had a Picnic, and 
Abu Dhabi and Dubai. 

Co-ordinators: Bhupen Vasa and Natubhai Mehta 

 

Report compiled by: Bhupen Vasa 

Dubai Cruise 1- 9 March 2020 
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NAVNAT BRIDGE CLUB 
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We at Navnat Bridge Club have not had a lot happening since the beginning of 2020 besides our usu-
al weekly plays and the atmosphere has been rather quiet. The reasons are twofold. Many of our 
members were in India over Christmas and the New Year as they wanted to escape from the British 
winter weather; hence we have not held major activities in the months of January and February. 
 
More recently many of us have decided to miss bridge play and practise social distancing due to the 
Coronavirus situation; thus we have had to cancel certain bridge tournaments and weekend events. 
As there is not much else to report; I would now like to introduce some funny but good aspects of 

bridge play. 

 Bridge Humour 

Bridge is essentially a social game but unfortunately it attracts a large number of antisocial people. 

The real test of a bridge player isn`t in keeping out of trouble, but it is in escaping once she or he is 

in it. Bridge is a great comfort in old age; it also helps you to get there faster. 

A bridge player does not just have to deal very cleverly with the handling of difficult cards; but she or 
he has to have the ability to avoid messing up the easy ones; and this is the difference between being 
a genius and/or exhibiting plain stupidity at the bridge table. 
 
 The goodness of Bridge 
 
Bridge is the ultimate card game and is a game of strategy and skill with complex yet simple rules. 
It is easily the greatest source of enjoyment that four people can have. Bridge is a sport in its own 
field. 
Just like any sport, bridge offers enormous benefits to its players. It is enjoyed by tens of millions of 
people throughout the world; more so than any other card game. It is THE card game. 
 
Whether you play casually amongst friends or seriously in clubs and tournaments, you will find it to 
be fascinating, challenging and enjoyable. 
So why not join Navnat Bridge Club? 
 

And now a poem 

Bridge is a hard game to learn 
With just 52 cards to decipher, 
With billions of hands 
And myriad of plans, 
Will I be able to play with expertise 
Or will my contract go amiss? 
Oh my heart is filled with fear and emotion 
As I play my cards with a careful caution, 
And now as I have had a lot of practice 
 And I try and use all my acquired skills 
No wonder I often reach my game so far 
Oh what a talented bunch we all are. 
 
By Vandana Wadhar 
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BLOG by JAINA EDUCATION BLOG COMMITTEE 

 
This question has been raised by youth and young adults across the 
globe when they extensively hear about food in religious context – we 
can eat this, we can’t eat this, we can eat at this time, we can’t eat 
green vegetable on certain days, we can’t eat root vegetables but cer-
tain root vegetables are exceptions. And they start perceiving Jainism 
as a “kitchen religion”.  
 
Our intent in addressing this question is to create a positive and en-
riching experience about the religion, create awareness and under-
standing, and answer question for curious minds who want to under-
stand rather than follow blindly.  
The response sheds light on following Jain values and principles as 
they apply to this question, while keeping the spiritual growth perspec-
tive in the forefront: 

 
Ahimsa Anuvrat (Vows) of Laypeople 
Sthuul pranaatipat viramaan vrat explains Ahimsa vow for laypeople, which is different from Monks/Nuns. 

At the core, it means laypeople should avoid / give-up premeditated / planned violence towards mova-
ble (2-5 sensed) living beings, which are not guilty, and there is no valid reason. 

Following path of Minimum Violence for Healthy Survival 
Non-violence is the one of the highest principles of Jainism, but life cannot exist without violence. Hence, 

laypeople need to follow the path of minimum violence for their healthy survival.  
Jainism is a Religion of Reflection, not Action 
The reflection, reason and intent behind doing something is religion. Whatever we do, we should do it for 

the right reasons and with complete understanding – we are doing this only for our spiritual progress. 
Actions done in Mithyatva (Ignorance/Wrong Beliefs) always acquire Pap karma 
Anytime we do something mechanically without understanding why, then we are doing that action under 

ignorance (Mithyatva) and it does not provide the intended spiritual growth. For example, the reduc-
tion to our attachment and getting closer to true nature of our soul is the spiritual act and the net re-
sult of any penance. 

 
There is no mention in Jain scriptures (45 Agams) about prohibiting the consumption of root vegetable or any 
other green vegetables for laypeople, however all the things that creates the perceptions of a "kitchen reli-
gion" revolves around that. This kind of reference first appeared around 12th century (1700 years after Maha-
vir Swami’s nirvana) and as time passed it became very strong tradition among most of the Jains.  
Food is an integral part of our life, but food should not be used as an indicator for being a Jain, following reli-
gion or our spiritual growth. The purpose of all the actions in religious context is to look inward, enhance our 
spiritual life, find happiness within, and reduce kashayas. External renunciations are meaningless if nothing 
changes within.  
 
Please continue reading on the blog for further detailed insights on this question, the  link is below: 
https://jainism-says.blogspot.com/2019/05/is-jainism-becoming-kitchen-religion_16.html 

Has Jainism become 
a “kitchen religion”? 
Or why is food given 
so much importance 
in Jain households? 

https://jainism-says.blogspot.com/2019/05/is-jainism-becoming-kitchen-religion_16.html
https://jainism-says.blogspot.com/2019/05/is-jainism-becoming-kitchen-religion_16.html


A POEM  by Nilesh Mehta 

જીવન 
 

જીવન એક કળા છે?  કે પછી એક સંવાદ છે! 
નથી સમજાત ં કે પછી, એ ખાલી સમયની વાટ છે?  

 

જીવન એક નાટક છે, જનેા પાત્રો ધારદાર છે, 
વવલન બનવ  ંકે હીરો, એ તો તારા મનની વાત છે! 

 

જીવન બહ જ સ ંદર છે, જો એમા ંપ્રેમનો સમ ન્દર છે, 
પરપીડાનો પવરહાર છે, અને સરળતા ભારોભાર છે… 

 

પ્રત્યેક ક્ષણ અણમોલ છે, નવહ એ કોઈની મોતાજ છે, 
ઉમેરો મૂલ્ય ક્ષણ તણ ,ં તો જીવન તો માલામાલ છે… 

 

મોક્ષ મોક્ષ હ ં  કયાા કરં, પણ ત્યા ંતો કેમ પહોચંાય છે? 

પ્રેમ,કરણા ને સરળતા વદલમાં, તો જીવન સફળ કહેવાય છે. 

 

 

 

LIFE 
 

Is life an art or a way for us to converse and connect with each other? 
Or is it merely a method to pass time in this universe! 

 

Life is a drama in which there are many strong characters, 
It is you who decides whether you fulfil the role of the good or the bad… 

 

Life is wonderful if it is full of love, 
Avoids the suffering of others and brims with straightforwardness… 

 

Each moment is precious and it is we that have control over this, 
If we keep adding value and fuel these moments, then life becomes invaluable… 

 

Moksha is always on my mind but I know not how to reach there, 
Though if I have love, compassion and simplicity in my heart then surely my life will be successful… 
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 Across (Gujarati) Across (English)  Down (Gujarati) Down (English) 
1 ટે્રન સ્ટેશન  Train station 1 સગુધંી સળી Fragrant item  

5 બસ નબંર અગગયાર Bus number 11  2 ભગવાનનુ ંનામ  Name of lord  

6 પનીરની મીઠાઈ  Sweet made with paneer  3 શરુ થવુ ં To begin  

9 નદીનુ ંનામ  Name of river  4 શહરે  City 

11 નસ  Vein  7 દરીયો  Sea 

12 એક માપ  Name of measurement  8 કઠોળનુ ંનામ  Name of pulse  

13 પવન  Wind  10 જ ેંની પાસે સાપ હોય  Snake keeper 

14 થોડું  Little  11 ધળૂની કણ  Particle of Dust  

15 ઉચાઈ  Height  16 પરરવારમા ંસદસ્ય Type of relative  

16 મળવુ ં To mix 17 આચરવુ ં Action 

17 દાણો  Grain 19 ઝાડપાનથી ભરેલુ ં Area full of plants   

18 તહવેાર  Festival  21 તાકાત  Strength  

20 લખેલુ ંભ ૂસંાય  To erase 22 બોલવુ ં To speak  

23 હાર પછી....  Opposite of defeat     

ANSWERS 
 Across  Down 

1 અગ્નીરથવિરામસ્થાન 14 જરીક 1 અગરબત્તી 11 રજકણ 
5 પગ 15 કદ 2 રામ 16 ભત્રીજી 
6 રસમલાઈ 16 ભળ 3 સ્થાપના 17 કર 
9 સાબરમતી 17 કણ 4 નગર 19 િન 
11 રગ 18 નિરાત્રી 7 મહાસાગર 21 બળ 
12 ગજ 20 રબર 8 મગ 22 િાણી 
13 સમીર 23 જીત 10 મદારી   
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D 



KEEP CALM 

AND COLOUR AWAY….. 
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